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GAO—Who Are We?

• GAO is an independent, nonpartisan professional services agency in the Legislative Branch of the Federal Government.
• GAO supports the Congress in meeting its constitutional responsibilities and to help improve the performance and ensure the accountability of the federal government for the benefit of the American people.
• Commonly known as the “audit and investigative arm of the Congress” or the “congressional watchdog,” GAO examines how taxpayer dollars are spent; evaluates federal programs and policies; and provides analyses, recommendations, and other assistance to help the Congress make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions.
• GAO provides the Congress with timely information that is objective, fact-based, nonpartisan, nonideological, fair, and balanced.
Defense Critical Infrastructure—Why Should We Be Concerned?

• DOD relies on a global network of defense critical infrastructure so essential that the incapacitation, exploitation, or destruction of an asset within this network could severely affect DOD’s ability to deploy, support, and sustain its forces and operations worldwide and to implement its core missions, including those in Iraq and Afghanistan as well as its homeland defense and strategic missions.

• DOD’s **most critical infrastructure assets**—assets of such extraordinary importance to DOD operations that their incapacitation or destruction would have a very serious, debilitating effect on the ability of the department to fulfill its missions—include both DOD- and non-DOD-owned assets located both within the United States and abroad.

• Overall, about 85 percent of the infrastructure DOD relies on is owned by non-DOD entities (e.g., private industry and foreign commercial entities and governments).
DOD’s Defense Critical Infrastructure Program (DCIP)

• In 2005, DOD established DCIP to identify and assure the availability of mission-critical infrastructure.

  ➢ DCIP encompasses the full spectrum of threats—ranging from terrorist attacks to natural disasters and catastrophic accidents—that can adversely affect critical infrastructure.

  ➢ DOD assigned overall DCIP responsibility to the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Americas’ Security Affairs (ASD(HD&ASA)).
DOD’s Defense Critical Infrastructure Program (DCIP) (cont’d)

- DOD can also assess risk and vulnerabilities to its critical infrastructure through other mission assurance programs and efforts:
  - Force protection.
  - Antiterrorism.
  - Defense continuity.
  - Information assurance.
  - Continuity of operations.
  - Chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high-explosive defense.
  - Readiness.
  - Installation preparedness.

- Within *National Infrastructure Protection Plan* framework, DOD collaborates with DHS and DOE to address electrical power infrastructure risks and vulnerabilities.
Key Elements of the DCIP Risk Management Model

- DOD’s program is designed to identify the vulnerabilities of and manage the risks to its most critical assets primarily through DCIP.

Source: DOD Instruction 3020.45.
Key Elements of the DCIP Risk Management Model (cont’d)

- To ensure the availability of assets critical to DOD missions, DCIP uses a risk management model that helps decision makers:
  - Identify the department’s critical assets based on the criticality of their missions;
  - Conduct “threat and hazard assessments;”
  - Conduct “vulnerability assessments” (that include detailed reviews of electrical power vulnerabilities);
  - Conduct “risk assessments” to determine the consequences of the assets’ loss, evaluate the importance and urgency of proposed actions, and develop alternate courses of action;
  - Reach “risk management decisions” to accept risks or reduce risks to acceptable levels; and
  - Formulate “risk responses” to implement the risk management decisions.
Prior GAO Work

- Since 2007, GAO has conducted an extensive body of work in response to congressional requests on DOD’s efforts to assure the availability of defense critical infrastructure, and issued 10 reports containing 44 recommendations on
  - DOD’s progress in addressing the evolving management framework for DCIP;
  - coordination among DCIP stakeholders;
  - implementation of key program elements;
  - DCIP funding;
  - actions DOD has taken to assure the availability of critical infrastructure in five defense sectors (the Defense Industrial Base; Global Information Grid; Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance; Space; and Transportation);
  - consistency, reliability, and usefulness of DOD’s critical asset list;
  - highly sensitive assets;
  - training standards; and
  - the identification and management of electrical power risks and vulnerabilities to DOD critical assets.
- GAO has also issued related reports concerning federal critical infrastructure protection, cyber security, and electrical power.
Recent Congressional Concerns

• Most recently, the House Committee on Armed Services expressed concerns about electrical power disruptions to critical DOD missions.

• Committee mandated that GAO review the assurance of electrical power supplies to DOD installations with critical assets and examine the extent to which
  
  ➢ DOD’s most critical assets are vulnerable to disruptions in electrical power supplies and
  
  ➢ DOD—both within and outside DCIP—has attempted to assure the availability of electrical power supplies to its most critical assets.

Electrical Power Risks and Vulnerabilities to DOD Critical Assets

- DOD relies overwhelmingly on commercial electrical power grids for secure, uninterrupted electrical power to support its critical assets.
- In 2008, the Defense Science Board reported that “[c]ritical national security and homeland defense missions are at an unacceptably high risk of extended outage from failure of the [commercial electrical power] grid.”
Electrical Power Risks and Vulnerabilities to DOD Critical Assets (cont’d)

- Reliability and security of commercial electrical power grids are increasingly threatened by a convergence of challenges:
  - Increased user demand.
  - An aging electrical power infrastructure.
  - Increased reliance on automated control systems that can be susceptible to cyber attack.
  - The attractiveness of electrical power infrastructure for terrorist attacks.
  - Long lead times for replacing key electrical power equipment.
  - More frequent interruptions in fuel supplies to electricity-generating plants.

- As a result, commercial electrical power grids have become increasingly fragile and vulnerable to extended disruptions that could severely impact DOD’s most critical assets, their supporting infrastructure, and ultimately the missions they support.

- All of DOD’s most critical assets require electricity continuously to support their military missions.
  - Almost all of them rely on commercial power grids—which are increasingly fragile and vulnerable—as their primary source of electricity.
GAO Perspectives: Status of DOD’s Vulnerability Assessments of Its Most Critical Assets

- DOD is required to conduct vulnerability assessments on all its most critical assets at least once every 3 years.
- As of October 2010, DOD had conducted DCIP vulnerability assessments on almost all of its most critical assets that were identified in October 2008.
- At the time of our review, DOD had neither conducted, nor developed additional guidelines and time frames for conducting, these vulnerability assessments on any of the non-DOD-owned most critical assets located in the United States or foreign countries, citing security concerns and political sensitivities.
- DOD does not systematically coordinate DCIP vulnerability assessment processes and guidelines with those of other, complementary DOD mission assurance programs that also examine electrical power vulnerabilities of the most critical assets; however, DOD is in the process of developing guidelines for such systematic coordination.
- The 10 DCIP vulnerability assessments we reviewed did not consider assets’ vulnerabilities to longer-term (i.e., of up to several weeks’ duration) electrical power disruptions on a mission-specific basis.
GAO Perspectives: DOD Lacks Sufficient Information to Determine Full Extent of Power Grid Vulnerabilities

• With more comprehensive knowledge of the most critical assets’ vulnerabilities to electrical power disruptions, DOD can better avoid compromising crucial missions due to electrical power disruptions.
• Additional information on power grid vulnerabilities should improve DOD’s ability to effectively prioritize funding needed to address them vis-à-vis DOD’s most critical assets and better work with DHS and the private sector.
GAO Perspectives: DOD Has Taken Some Steps Toward Assuring the Availability of its Electrical Power Supplies to Its Most Critical Assets

- From August 2005 through October 2008, DOD issued DCIP guidance for identifying critical assets, assessing their vulnerabilities, and making risk management decisions about those vulnerabilities.
- DOD has conducted various types of vulnerability assessments—including DCIP vulnerability assessments, Joint Staff Integrated Vulnerability Assessments, and other mission assurance–related assessments—on about 70 percent of its most critical assets, including multiple assessments on some of the same assets.
  - These vulnerability assessments have identified various electrical power vulnerabilities for about 30 percent of the assets.
- DOD has also coordinated with DHS, DOE, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and industry organizations in an effort to assure the availability of electrical power supplies to its critical assets.
GAO Perspectives: DOD Has Taken Some Steps Toward Assuring the Availability of its Electrical Power Supplies to Its Most Critical Assets (cont’d)

- DOD participates in the Energy Government Coordinating Council, which provides a forum at the infrastructure sector level for sharing concerns on energy-related matters—including critical infrastructure protection—with DOE.
  - However, DOD coordination with DHS at the (energy) sector level is not at a level in which DHS could help DOD address individual installation/asset-related priorities, dependencies, and vulnerabilities.

- U.S. European Command and U.S. Africa Command have agreed to accept a DOE energy attaché to provide energy-related expertise on the security and reliability of the commands’ energy infrastructure.

- DOD serves as co-chair of the federal Task Force on Electric Grid Vulnerability of the National Science and Technology Council’s Committee on Homeland and National Security, which identify research and development needs for electrical grid vulnerabilities and to coordinate with other federal agencies.

- Full coordination and information sharing with private-sector and foreign commercial entities and governments on critical assets is problematic because DOD’s list of its most critical assets is highly classified.
GAO Perspectives: DOD Lacks a Mechanism for Tracking the Implementation of Future DCIP Risk Management Decisions and Responses

• ASD(HD&ASA)—which has responsibility for overseeing the implementation of actions for the remediation, mitigation, or acceptance of risks to DOD critical assets—has not yet developed a mechanism to track the
  ➢ implementation of future DCIP risk management decisions and
  ➢ responses (i.e., remediation, mitigation, and risk acceptance actions that may require funding) intended to address risks and vulnerabilities identified for the most critical assets.

• Without such information, DOD cannot determine with any certainty whether asset owners are taking the necessary steps to address identified risks and vulnerabilities of its most critical assets to electrical power disruptions.
GAO Perspectives: DOD Coordination with Local Electricity Providers Has Been Limited

- DCIP guidance encourages coordination between DOD installations with critical assets and their respective public utilities, including electricity providers, to remediate risks involving those utilities.
- We found that such coordination with local electricity providers has occurred for only about 20 percent of DOD’s most critical assets.
- As a result, DOD may not be taking advantage of available expertise on electrical power issues from such providers.
- Without increased coordination between more DOD installations with critical assets and their respective local electricity providers, DOD limits the risk mitigation and remediation options available for addressing electrical power disruptions.
Selected GAO Recommendations

- GAO recommended, in part, that DOD:
  - Complete DCIP vulnerability assessments on all DOD-owned most critical assets.
  - Develop additional guidelines, an implementation plan, and a schedule for conducting such assessments on all non-DOD-owned most critical assets.
  - Finalize guidelines to coordinate DCIP assessment criteria and processes with those of other DOD mission assurance programs.
  - Develop DCIP guidelines for assessing the most critical assets’ vulnerabilities to longer-term electrical power disruptions.
  - Develop a mechanism to track the implementation of future DCIP risk management decisions.
  - Ensure or facilitate coordination between asset owners and host installations of the most critical assets and to local electricity providers to remediate and mitigate risks and vulnerabilities to electrical power disruptions.
- DOD concurred with all of GAO’s recommendations and is implementing them.

- Disconnect created because mission owners often are not critical infrastructure asset owners or the bill payers.
- Redundancy in DOD’s mission assurance programs.
- Assurance of DOD’s cyber-based critical infrastructure.
- Protecting the Defense Industrial Base from cyber threats.
- Using Smart Grid–related technologies, which may introduce additional vulnerabilities to the U.S. electrical power grid, such as increased susceptibility to cyber attacks.
- Interoperability and continuity of operations for DOD’s global information grid.
- Assurance of non-DOD-owned defense critical infrastructure at home and abroad.
- Protecting against electromagnetic pulse attacks on defense critical infrastructure.
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